Directed self assembly of block copolymers using chemical patterns with sidewall guiding lines, backfilled with random copolymer brushes.
Recently, alignment of block copolymer domains has been achieved using a topographically patterned substrate with a sidewall preferential to one of the blocks. This strategy has been suggested as an option to overcome the patterning resolution challenges facing chemoepitaxy strategies, which utilize chemical stripes with a width of about half the period of block copolymer to orient the equilibrium morphologies. In this work, single chain in mean field simulation methodology was used to study the self assembly of symmetric block copolymers on topographically patterned substrates with sidewall interactions. Random copolymer brushes grafted to the background region (space between patterns) were modeled explicitly. The effects of changes in pattern width, film thicknesses and strength of sidewall interaction on the resulting morphologies were examined and the conditions which led to perpendicular morphologies required for lithographic applications were identified. A number of density multiplication schemes were studied in order to gauge the efficiency with which the sidewall pattern can guide the self assembly of block copolymers. The results indicate that such a patterning technique can potentially utilize pattern widths of the order of one-two times the period of block copolymer and still be able to guide ordering of the block copolymer domains up to 8X density multiplication.